BULLET WITH BUTTERFLY WINGS - The Smashing Pumpkins

**F Chorus**

B5 | G5 | D | Esus4/A | Em | G5

**Gtr III**

**G Interslude**

B5 | G5 | D | Esus4/A | G#5 | B5

**Gtr VI**

**Gtr III**

**Gtr IV**
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H Bridge

I#5 A5 G5 A5 G5 E5 G5 I#5 A5

Em 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

I Breakdown

Gtrs III, IV

F#5

B5 G5 D Esus4/A

Em G5 B5 G5 D Esus4/A Em G5

NOTE: Only one guitar is actually used, a clean with a bridge pickup and light jazz pedal effect, but two guitars are shown here just to get the right MIDI sound.